
Human evolution and migrations 
 

Denisovans scooped? (March 2012) 

In late 2010 it emerged from genomic studies of a finger bone from Denisova Cave in 
eastern Siberia that a probably archaic human group had shared genes with ancestors of 
some modern humans who colonised West Pacific islands around 45 Ka ago, well before the 
last glacial maximum. Melanesians, including people living in Papua-New Guinea have DNA 
that contains on average around 6% contributed from fertile interbreeding with Denisovans. 
This ancient groups are suggested by comparative studies of their and Neanderthal 
mitochondrial DNA to have split from them as lond as a million years ago. Now it seems 
possible that much more complete fossils of Denisovans may have been discovered in China 
(Curnoe, D. And 16 others 2012. Human Remains from the Pleistocene-Holocene Transition 
of Southwest China Suggest a Complex Evolutionary History for East Asians. PLoS ONE; DOI: 
10.1371/journal.pone.0031918   

 

Skull from Red Deer Cave in Guanxi Province, southern China. (Credit: Darren Curnoe) 

A block of sediment from Longlin Cave in Guanxi Province in southern China that was 
collected more than 30 years ago, has yielded skull fragments whose reconstruction reveals 
a most unusual individual, very different from anatomically modern humans, Neanderthals 
and from H. erectus. It had a wide flat face with highly prominent cheek bones, strong brow 
ridges and a diminutive chin.  Remains of three other individuals found by recent 
excavations in Maludong (Red Deer) Cave 300 km to the south of Longlin share similar 
characteristics. Yet there are similarities to moderns, for instance CT-scans show that the 
brain likely had a height and frontal lobes similar to ours, but different from Neanderthals. 

These are not truly ancient fossils; radiocarbon and uranium-series dating give an age range 
from 14.3 to 11.5 ka, around the time of the Younger Dryas cold episode that preceded the 
Holocene. These two individuals lived when East Asia had long been home to fully modern 
humans. 

The finds perhaps open a major new focus for human evolution, directed towards less-well 
studied older fossils from elsewhere in the East including those referred to by Jonathan 
Kingdon as ‘Mapas’ from both southern and northern China. Certainly it will boost 
palaeoanthropological research within China 

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article/file?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0031918&type=printable
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article/file?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0031918&type=printable


Related articles;Scientists may have just discovered a brand new species of human 
[Evolution] (io9.com); Evolution takes Asian refuge (sciencenews.org); Entire genome of 
extinct human decoded from fossil (eurekalert.org); ‘Red Deer Cave people’ may be new 
species of human (guardian.co.uk) 

 

Feet of the ancients (April 2012) 

Much of what palaeoanthropologists have surmised about the evolution of humans and 
their hominin forebears has come from fossils of their heads. Crania, jaws and teeth can 
reveal a lot about human ancestors and related species, and inevitably smart modern 
humans would dearly like to know how brainy and clever they were and when possible 
intellectual changes, such as the acquisition of language, might have taken place. But only 
the rest of the body gives us clues about what they did and potentially might have done. If, 
like Darwin, and following his lead Frederick Engels, we reckon that the single most 
important development was adopting an upright gait and thereby freeing the hands to 
manipulate the world, then fossil hands and feet are of very high importance. Yet they are 
among the most fragile appendages consisting of a great many separate bones, each being 
small enough to be transported by flowing water once soft tissues decay and a corpse falls 
apart. And they are easily bitten off by scavengers.  Heads are a lot bigger, heavier and 
robust, and being round and smooth, quite difficult for, say, a hyena or porcupine to gnaw. 
Moreover, disaggregated hominin foot and hand bones are not easy to recognise in 
fossiliferous sediments, especially if they have been scattered far and wide: the big prize 
being heads jaws and teeth, professional hominin hunters become expert at spotting them, 
but not necessarily the other 80% of skeletons. 

 

Cast of Au. afrensis footprints  from the Laetoli trackway in Tanzania (Credit: GIRLintheCAFE) 

So, the discovery of hominin hands or feet is a rare cause for celebration. A new partial foot 
has turned up in the hominin ‘bran-tub’ that is the Afar depression of NE Ethiopia (Haile-
Selassie, Y. et al. 2012. A new hominin foot from Ethiopia shows multiple Pliocene bipedal 
adaptations. Nature, v. 483, p. 565-569; DOI: 10.1038/nature10922) and has caused quite a 
stir. It is significantly different from the few other feet known from the hominin record. 
Moreover, it adds a sixth design to those already know, leaving out those of chimps, taken 
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as likely to be similar to those of our shared common ancestor, Homo sapien, Neanderthals 
and H. erectus whose feet are much the same. While being easily distinguished from the 
feet of Homo species, those of australopithecines are sufficiently like them in basic 
morphology to suggest that Au. africanus and sediba both walked the savannas as upright as 
we do. But one of the earlier hominins, Ardipithecus ramidus, also from Afar but dated at 
more than 4 Ma, has provided an almost complete foot whose geometry , including a 
spayed-out, short big toe capable of grasping, almost certainly indicates that the creature 
was equally at home in trees as it was on the ground. Ardipithecus walked upright, but 
probably could not run as its gait placed the side of the foot on the ground, much like a 
chimpanzee, instead of proceeding heel-to-toe as we do (Lieberman, D.E. 2012. Those feet 
in ancient times. Nature, v. 483, p. 550-551; DOI: 10.1038/483550a). The new find seems 
similar, although better adapted for upright walking. Yet no other body parts have been 
found so it has not been assigned to a species, though it almost certainly represents a new 
one. The excitement concerns its age, which at 3.4 Ma is within the time range of 
Australopithecus afarensis, a family of which left the famous trackway at Laetoli in Tanzania 
whose foot prints strongly suggest full adaptation to human-like gait: walking, running and 
abandonment of partially habitual life in the trees. 

It seems therefore that the multiplicity of co-existing hominins from 2 million years ago to 
very recently existed much further back in their evolutionary history. That raises several 
possibilities, among which is the possibility of repeated evolution of bipedality, hinted at by 
some similarities to the feet of modern gorillas in that of the newly found foot. Another 
implication is that simply being able to walk upright did not lead quickly to a tool-making 
ability because the earliest stone tools capable of cutting through meat, skin and sinew did 
not arise until 2.6 Ma. Like fossils of feet, those of hominin hands are extremely rare. The 
first crucial evidence of a hand with potential to manipulate objects delicately and with 
purpose is around 2 Ma, with the astonishingly well preserved hand of a young Au. sediba 
unearthed in South Africa (see Another candidate for earliest direct human ancestor October 
2011). Frustratingly, the 2.6 Ma tools are not associated with fossil hominins, and the Au. 
sediba skeletons had no tools. 

Related articles: Burtele foot indicates Lucy not alone (eurekalert.org); Primitive Human 
Ancestor Shared Lucy’s World (news.sciencemag.org) 

 

Early origins of meat and two veg (June 2012) 

When and how humans acquired fire on demand and began to cook has long engaged story 
tellers and historians. Entertaining tales are those of the titan Prometheus, who stole fire 
from  Zeus and then had his liver eaten by an eagle, and of Bo-bo, attributed to Charles 
Lamb, who accidentally discovered the barbecue approach to the meat of pigs. Despite the 
secretive pleasures of some gourmets, raw flesh is not widely appreciated, although a rare 
steak comes pretty close. There is nothing wrong with it apart from its usually being tough 
and prone to deliver spectacular evacuations. Cooking unfolds the proteins in meat making 
them easier to digest and therefore portions of cooked meat deliver higher nutrition than 
they would direct from the carcase. Likewise, cooking some vegetables, especially various 
tubers, breaks down their chemistry to more easily digestible and more palatable materials: 
think ‘potato’ in this context. In fact many potentially nutritious tubers are positively toxic if 
not processed and cooked, classic examples being cassava and wild yams. 
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While some anthropologists consider a change in hominin habits to eating meat, originally 
as carrion, as the necessary step to a leap in nutrition from which an enlarged brain 
developed, others favour the harnessing of fire and the invention of cooking. Since hominins 
evolved in distinctly seasonal savannas and open woodland, the shortage of game and 
directly edible above-ground plant parts in the dry season suggests indirectly that our early 
ancestors had two possible survival paths open to them: powerful jaws and complex 
digestive tracts to survive on woody stems or digging up tubers. Respectively, the anatomy 
and tooth-wear patterns of paranthropoids and early Homo to some extent support such a 
dichotomy that arose from the australopithecines around 2 Ma ago. Both succeeded and 
cohabited roughly the same ranges in eastern Africa for as long as a million years. 

So pinning down the origin of controlled use of fire is a major goal of Pleistocene 
archaeology to settle the issue of nutrition and brain growth. Also, it would help explain 
how hominins were able to diffuse far beyond their home ranges to northern latitudes 
sufficiently high to place fire as an essential source of warmth at night and in winters. Yet, 
evidence for habitual use of fire is younger than 400 thousand years among H. 
heidelbergensis, H. neanderthalensis and H. sapiens, literally leaving the wide roaming H. 
erectus to shiver as far as scientific proof of hearth and home is concerned. There have been 
claims of early charring, burnt bones and ashes but until recently such evidence has been 
ambiguous, largely because fire can start easily and naturally in dry grassland conditions. 
There are now, however, advanced microscopic, chemical and physical techniques for 
estimating temperatures to which bones have been subjected and detecting changes in 
materials caused by fire, which can be applied to minute samples from sites once occupied 
by earlier people. One test site for the methods has been the Wonderwerk Cave in South 
Africa that is known from Acheulean tools and cut bone to have been occupied as long ago 
as 1.1 Ma. They gave a positive result for the use of fire by the earliest cave occupants 
(Berna, F, et al. 2012. Microstratigraphic evidence of in situ fire in the Acheulean strata of 
Wonderwerk Cave, Northern Cape province, South Africa.  Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Science USA, v. 109(20), p. E1215-E1220; DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1117620109). The 
same methods had previously been used to establish controlled human use of fire around 
400 ka in once occupied caves in Israel, but at Wonderwerk they almost triple the age of 
earliest known use. But they have refuted similar claims from the famous Zhoukoudian site 
of ‘Peking Man’ (Asian H. erectus) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wonderwerk_Cave
http://www.pnas.org/content/109/20/E1215.full.pdf
http://www.pnas.org/content/109/20/E1215.full.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zhoukoudian


A useful adage is that ‘the absence of evidence is not evidence of absence’, and it is early 
days for the routine archaeological use of micromorphology, Fourier transform infrared 
(FTIR) spectroscopy in the search for human embers. In drylands naturally started fires, 
either as a result of lightning or spontaneous combustion, are so common that hominins 
would have been well aware of them, their dangers and perhaps their advantages as 
regards a free barbecue. Possibly Bo-bo’s salivating at the aroma of roast pig from the 
wreckage of his father house that he had razed to the ground though sheer stupidity would 
have struck some early hominins as a useful connection between a lucky feast and the still 
glowing embers of a bush fire. With care, embers can survive for long enough to be carried 
and used to start controlled fire; a fact not lost on many surviving fully human foragers, and 
also kids on a South Yorkshire council estate eager for the delights of roasting some 
‘borrowed’ potatoes. 

Related articles: First flames: earliest man-made fire found? (evoanth.wordpress.com); 
Roberts R.G. & Bird, M.I. 2012. Homo ‘incendius’. Nature, v. 485, p. 586-587; DOI: 
10.1038/nature11195. 

 

Disputes in the cavern (June 2012) 

Had Ignatius Loyola been a child of the late 20th century, it is quite likely that he would have 
chosen palaeoanthropology as a career rather than theology, seeing as he was so 
predisposed to casuistry. When I innocently asked a vertebrate palaeontologist who 
specialized in the Pliocene and Pleistocene Epochs why it was that students of hominins 
were so prone to controversy, his answer was revealing: ‘They don’t have many fossils’. One 
place where there are lots of hominin fossils, in fact the largest known sample of them, is 
the Atapuerca cavern in northern Spain. At the deepest level of the cave system there is a 
veritable charnel house containing the remains of at least 28 individuals. Because there are 
bones from all parts of the human anatomy, some have suggested that the cache is one of 
deliberate burial, but there is a disturbing dearth of the smaller bones of feet and hands. 
Consequently, other voices claim that the bodies were washed in by floods, losing 
extremities en route – though that view would be easily tested using other signs of trauma 
on large bones. Yet that is a minor quibble compared with the wiedly publicised uproar 
developing around the age of the boneyard and the taxonomy of the cadavers in it. 

 

Cranium of Homo heidelbergensis. (Credit: Senckenberg Museum, Germany) 
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The Spanish team responsible for the anthropological wealth in the entire Atapuerca cave 
complex, which ranges from almost a million years ago to recent times, assigned the Sima 
de los Huesos (Pit of Bones) fossils to Homo heidelbergensis. In fact about 90% of all H. 
heidelbergensis remains are from Atapuerca, so any anatomical dispute over these 
specimens is a threat to the status of the species itself. One leading authority who does 
dispute this assignment is Chris Stringer of the UK Natural History Museum, who claims that 
many of the heads have teeth and jaws with shapes that fall within the range of 
Neanderthals – supposedly descended from H. heidelbergensis. But the age of the deposit is 
the real focus of debate. Were it to be around 400 ka or younger, as early attempts at dating 
suggested, then the fossils might well be those of Neanderthals for that is early in the range 
of that species as determined by ‘molecular-clock’ studies of Neanderthal DNA. However, 
the material most likely to yield a good radiometric age is carbonate speleothem, the stuff 
of stalactites and stalagmites though more commonly a matrix that binds together old cave 
detritus. The fossils are undoubtedly far older than the maximum age that can be achieved 
using the well known radiocarbon method (<60 ka), but speleothem lends itself to a precise 
dating technique based on the decay series of uranium isotopes. In the case of Sima de los 
Huesos, the fossils lie in a clay breccia overlain by a layer of speleothem, which has yielded a 
U-series age of around 600 Ma (Bischoff, J.L. et al. 2007. High-resolution U-series dates from 
the Sima de los Huesos hominids yields 600 kyrs: implications for the evolution of the early 
Neanderthal lineage. Journal of Archaeological Science, v. 34, p. 763-770; DOI: 
0.1016/j.jas.2006.08.003). 

 

The ‘bone breccia’ in Sima de los Huesos, Spain (Credit: Bischoff et al. 2007) 
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Neanderthal skull from Israel  

Stringer argues that the hominins’ anatomy is so like that of Neanderthals that, somehow, 
the radiometric age must be wrong – i.e. “too old” – perhaps because the speleothem is in 
fact from a 600 ka block that fell onto the fossils after they had accumulated. His view is that 
they are Neanderthals descended from H. heidelbergensis living in the earlier Pleistocene 
and which was the common ancestor of both Neanderthals and anatomically modern 
humans. Bischoff et al. consider the Sima de los Huesos hominids to be ‘at the very 
beginnings of the Neanderthal evolutionary lineage’, which seems to me to be a reasonable 
deduction from both stratigraphic and anatomical data. To demand that they must be at 
least 200 ka younger, apparently on the basis of an estimate of Neanderthal origination 
from DNA data seems less reasonable. The appearance of Stringer’s detailed arguments  in 
Evolutionary Anthropology (v. 21(3)) is eagerly awaited, following the Observer’s take on his 
position. 

Another area in which controversy is brewing – and has been for decades – is that of the 
origin of human artistic culture. One of the gem-boxes of early art is the Geissenclösterle 
(monastery of the goats) cavern in southern Germany, in which have been found various 
figurines made of bird bone and ivory, including a celebrated lion-man theriomorph, highly 
exaggerated female figures, flutes and beads. They belong to the Aurignacian culture 
brought by the earliest anatomically modern Europeans who diffused westwards along the 
Danube from the near-East as early as 45 ka ago. The layer containing the artifacts was 
originally dated at about 35 ka, but new radiocarbon techniques have been tried on bone 
with cut marks, among other materials (Higham, T. et al. 2012. Testing models for the 
beginnings of the Aurignacian and the advent of art and music: the radiocarbon chronology 
of Geissenclösterle. Journal of Human Evolution, v. 62, p. 664-676 DOI: 
10.1016/j.jhevol.2012.03.003) and found to yield a much older age of 42.5 ka, close to the 
oldest European date for modern human occupation 43-45 ka for the stratigraphically older 
Uluzzian tool industry. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aurignacian


 

Lion-man sculpture from Geissenclösterle (Credit: J. Duckek) 

The date is also considerably earlier than the demise of the Neanderthals and raises the 
issue of modern-Neanderthal contacts. Indeed the layer below that assigned to Aurignacian 
contains tools made by Neanderthals, whose age is statistically indistinguishable from the 
later occupation level. The Chatelperronian tool industry, which closely resembles the 
Aurignacian but is ascribed to Neanderthals, is supposed to be around 40 ka old, but the 
advanced radiocarbon technique that yielded much older ages for Geissenclösterle 
apparently has not yet been deployed on this culture. On the basis of limited age data, it 
does seem likely that Neanderthals adopted the new technology after they encountered it. 
The Aurignacian artistic products are vastly more advanced than any found at older sites in 
Africa. 

In the context of the debate about modern human and Neanderthal cognitive abilities, 
which suggests the former were altogether smarter and more creative, there is an unvoiced 
or at least unheeded argument. Whether or not Neanderthals originated artifacts that were 
‘modern’ for their time or copied them is not as important as the fact that this group, 
previously isolated for up to 400 millennia, were able to appreciate and learn these 
novelties. That is much the same as people living today, in Australia for instance, a couple of 
generations from hunter-gatherer origins, working on production lines, piloting aircraft, 
social networking and creating world-class abstract art. What did they, and the 
Aurignacians, produce from other materials that have not survived decay; ditto for any pre-
45 ka humans? Another point rarely raised, but surely valid, is that previous people may not 
have felt any need to produce art in forms that survive for tens or hundreds of millennia. 
Forty-odd thousand years ago, climate was undergoing rapid ups and downs of temperature 
and humidity in the run-up to the last glacial maximum. Conditions at mid-latitudes would 
have been much more changeable than those of the tropics. Both anatomically modern 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ch%C3%A2telperronian


humans and Neanderthals faced the same attendant ecological changes, and as co-
occupants of southern Europe they faced each other as rivals for available resources. Finally, 
Aurignacians hailed from the east, also Neanderthal territory and severely affected by rapid 
climate change from around 80 ka; so did they bring with them a culture formed elsewhere? 
Europe concentrates palaeoanthropologists and their endeavours, while much of the planet 
to which humans diffused from Africa – and Africa itself – are grossly under-investigated by 
comparison: ideas will undoubtedly change drastically as these areas get the attention they 
deserve. 

Controversy is not a problem. Indeed, with imperfect, inadequate or ambiguous data it is 
unavoidable, and heated disputes spur the search for more information that can help 
resolve ideas or change them. What cannot be sidestepped is the potential for havoc that 
may arise with new and improved methods. In both cases outlined here new radiometric 
dates have thrown the proverbial spanner into the works. The method used in the 
Geissenclösterle cavern was designed to remove younger contaminating material from 
samples for radiocarbon dating and inevitably tends to push 14C dates further back in time. 
By removing a source of inaccuracy it highlights the inadequacies of dates obtained by 
earlier approaches on which a great deal of current archaeological thinking relies. Just how 
much younger contamination is present in a sample only emerges after the improved 
dating: it may be absent but an be substantial. So, until materials dated by earlier 
radiocarbon methods are re-run using the new approach neither their absolute ages nor 
their relative sequence in time can be considered reliable. 

 

Art on the walls of Altamira Cave, northern Spain. 

Results from just such an advance in radiometric dating of other cave deposits in northern 
Spain will really cause a stir, when they sink in (Pike, A.W.G. and 10 others 2012. U-series 
dating of Paleolithic art in 11 caves in Spain. Science, v. 336, p. 1409-1413; DOI: 
10.1126/science.1219957). The U-series method used at the University of Bristol by the joint 
British-Spanish collaborators dates calcite deposits on painted cave walls, including those at 
the famous Altamira site. Such speleothem in some cases underlies artwork, in others 
having grown over it after its completion, giving maximum or minimum ages for the 
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painting, respectively. If a work has flowstone underneath and as a coating, dating 
potentially ‘brackets’ a possible age range. The superb figurative depictions of various prey 
animals, such as bison in Altamira cave, turn out to have been painted at around 18 ka, 
during the last glacial maximum. However a lot of the art there is abstract, such as hands 
picked out by red pigment presumably sprayed onto the wall from the artist’s mouth, 
various stippled discs and dots. Many of the abstracts are beneath flowstone that is around 
twice as old as the more familiar objects and range in age from 34 to 41 ka, thereby being 
close in time with the Geissenclösterle materials. Like them, their ages may coincide with 
the arrival of the earliest anatomically modern Europeans, but they are also towards the 
end of the period when Neanderthals were still present in much of Europe, including 
northern Spain. It cannot be ruled out therefore that the earliest paintings were 
Neanderthal symbolic art. 

The 3 May 2012 issue of Nature contained a superb review of human migration (Peopling 
the Planet) that presents summaries in several field, all directly available for free download 
from Peopling the Planet. One covers unpublished precision dating from the acclaimed 
Radiocarbon Accelerator Unit at the University of Oxford (Callaway, E. Date with history. p. 
27-29) 

Related articles: Balter, M. 2012. New light on revolutions that weren’t. Science, v. 336. p. 
530-531; Earliest musical instruments in Europe 40,000 years ago (sciencedaily.com); Oldest 
confirmed cave art is a single red dot (newscientist.com); Homo heidelbergensis was only 
slightly taller than the Neanderthal (eurekalert.org) 

 

Eats barks leaves nuts and fruits (July 2012) 

The first stone tools and bones that had been cut by them, found in rocks  dated at 2.5-2.6 
Ma in the Bouri area of Ethiopia’s Afar Depression, have generally been taken as a sign that 
their invention was connected with more easily accessing meat for food. A corollary of this 
idea is that it was the introduction of meat into the hominin diet that helped ‘fuel’ the 
growth of their brains: meat-tools-brain interrelated in an evolutionary sense. There is a 
spatial link between such  tools and fossils of Australopithecus, but direct attribution of the 
tools to these australopithecines  has not been widely accepted. It is more generally 
accepted that a link to tools can be made with Homo habilis, but they lived, at the earliest, 
200 to 300 ka later. The wear patterns on their teeth and association with animal bones 
bearing cut marks has been taken to indicate that at least part of their diet was meat. 

Another approach to diet is to analyse the proportions of stable carbon isotopes (13C and 
12C) in tooth enamel, which can discriminate between the ultimate plant source in their diet, 
i.e. between grasses that use  the C4 photosynthetic pathway and the C3 version used by 
woody and herbaceous plants. The isotopic ‘signature’ of plants is also passed on to animals, 
depending on what vegetation they eat, and so up the food chain to predators and the 
scavengers that depend on their leavings. South African Au. africanus of around 2.5 Ma ago 
show a definite  C4 preference as do local paranthropoids (‘robust’ australopithecine-like 
creatures) from around 1.8 Ma. The early humans H. habilis and H. ergaster also show the C4 
isotopic proportions, which in both cases may be from a meaty diet or from a vegetarian 
component. The main point from these similar results, whatever the plant-meat proportions 
being consumed, is that these hominins were very different from chimpanzees in their 
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eating habits, and probably as regards their habitats: savannah rather than woodlands 
respectively. 

 

The Malapa valley South Africa, where Australopithecus sediba was found. (Credit: Lee R. 
Berger) 

There are no reports of C-isotope research on Au. garhi teeth, but results from 2 Ma old Au. 
sediba found in South Africa have just been published (Henry, A.G and 8 others 2012. The 
diet of Australopithecus sediba. Nature, v. 487, p. 90-93; DOI: 10.1038/nature11185) along 
with plant materials from dental plaque and tooth wear patterns. Au. sediba is notable for 
its very modern-looking hands and other ‘advanced’ features. Some believe it to have been 
closer to the direct line of human descent than a number of other hominin species, 
including the poor quality remains of H. habilis. So, did sediba eat meat? The forensic 
evidence suggests something unexpected. The C-isotope data points towards food 
dominated by C3 plants – less grasses and sedges, and more shrubbery. Tooth wear suggests 
bark was eaten, while plant remains from plaque indicate fruit leaves and wood. This is a 
feeding pattern more like that of chimpanzees than Homo species, Au. africanus and the 
paranthropoids  that are roughly contemporary with Au. sediba. Ecological analysis of the 
sediments which buried the hominin specimens suggest a seasonal climate and savannah 
biome with abundant C4 plants that supported grazing herds, mixed with possibly some 
denser woodland along drainages. This is a pattern familiar from living savannah 
chimpanzee bands. 

So, despite being an ‘advanced’ hominin, by carrying clear signs of foods that were not 
consumed by potential prey animals Au. sediba probably was not a meat eater. Yet species 
with strong C4 ‘signatures’ cannot be assigned to carnivory on C-isotope evidence alone. 
One has to decide from other data, such as tooth-wear and plaque, whether or not this or 
that hominin ate grasses, those that clearly did not becoming candidates for dominantly 
meat-eating. How to detect a tool-using species with a mixed diet, akin to more modern 
humans, is a tough nut to crack. 

Related articles: 

Wong, K. 2012. Ancient Tartar, Other Dental Clues Reveal Unexpected Diet of Early Human 
Relative. Scientific American blog, 27 June 2012).  
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Neanderthal ‘high-carb’ diet and self-medication (August 2012) 

There is no doubt that the reconstruction of DNA from Neanderthal and Denisovan fossils is 
the most important forensic breakthrough as regards hominin evolution and relationships, 
but another approach is starting to shed light on their lifestyles. Most workers have 
regarded Neanderthals as being predominantly meat-eaters from the evidence for their big-
game hunting feats. In an attempt to get close to their actual diet some researchers have 
begun to exploit the lack of dental hygiene among fossil hominins: many teeth bear plaque 
or dental calculus (Hardy, K. and 16 others 2012. Neanderthal medics? Evidence for food, 
cooking, and medicinal plants entrapped in dental calculus. Naturwissenschaften, v. 99, p. 
617-626; DOI: 10.1007/s00114-012-0942-0). Karen Hardy of the Universitat Autònoma de 
Barcelona and British, Spanish and Australian colleagues used gas chromatography and 
mass spectrometry and analysis of trapped microfossils in Neanderthal teeth to explore 
their everyday lives. 

 

Reconstruction of a Neanderthal man (H. Neumann / Neanderthal Museum) 

The results show signs of wood smoke: a good indicator of cooking and perhaps smoke 
preservation. Bitumen traces help confirm its use in hafting tools. But the most interesting 
feature is the consistent identification of cooked carbohydrate residues, enzyme activity on 
which would have produced the sugars strongly implicated in the formation of substantial 
plaque deposits. The data suggest that nuts, grass seeds, and possibly even green 
vegetables were a major part of the Neanderthal diet, A fascinating outcome is the 
discovery of molecules of the compounds that confer bitterness on a number of herbs with 
known medicinal properties, such as yarrow and chamomile. That does not prove that 
Neanderthals were accomplished herbalists, for many primates seek out such plants when 
feeling ill and even domestic cats will be seen eating grass if they have digestive problems or 
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worms. Yet practical knowledge of herbal remedies cannot be ruled out. This novel, hi-tech 
approach to life-style analysis will surely blossom for most fossilized hominin dentition bears 
plenty of plaque. We await with interest the first signs of regular use of tooth-cleaning with 
woody fibres. 

 

Neanderthals and Aurignacians survived massive volcanic disaster (August 2012) 

About 39 ka ago the famous volcanic field of the Campi Flegrei west of Naples underwent a 
massive explosive eruption that created a huge ash plume whose deposition of the 
Campanian Ignimbrite blanketed most of southeastern and eastern Europe.  The ashfall and 
the probable disruption of climate and ecosystems over a number of years would have 
greatly stressed both Neanderthal and modern human (Aurignacian) populations of the 
area. There are a few sites in the Ukraine and Russia where tools occur below, within and 
above the ash deposit, but little to suggest the extent to which both populations were 
affected. However, tangible ash deposits are not the only evidence for volcanic events in 
human history: fine ash would have permeated everything during the eruption. A host of 
European geologists and archaeologists have sought microscopic evidence of the 
Campanian Ignimbrite in sediments within caves that were occupied at this time (Lowe, J. 
and 41 others 2012. Volcanic ash layers illuminate the resilience of Neanderthals and early 
modern humans to natural hazards. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences DOI: 
10.1073/pnas.1204579109). Ignimbrite events are signified in cave deposits by ash that is 
dominated by minute glassy shards with distinctive shapes. The study was able to show that 
although the effects of the 39 ka eruption must have been devastating for local humans, 
both groups pulled through. The fact that Neanderthals survived the eruption and attendant 
prolonged climatic cooling suggests indirectly that their eventual demise was probably not a 
result of ecological disaster and more likely to have reflected their incapacity to compete 
successfully with the Aurignacian and later fully-modern human cultures. 

 

Quite a crowd (August 2012) 

 

Olduvai gorge Tanzania (Credit: Ingvar via Wikipedia) 

Who was the earliest human? Initially this accolade went to Homo habilis, first found by 
Louis Leakey at Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania in 2 Ma old sediments. Similar fossils turned up at 
Koobi Fora on the shores of Lake Turkana (formerly Lake Rudolf) in Kenya, also thanks to the 
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Leakey dynasty. Yet, as more remains of that antiquity were found, differences among them 
began to emerge, which some ascribed to different species and others to effects of sexual 
dimorphism in H. habilis. The majority view emerged of two distinct species (H. habilis and 
ergaster) but the possibility of a third cohabiting member of the early East African  human 
family was clung to in the form of ‘H. rudolfensis’ of whom there is only a single fossil. There 
the issue stood for more than two decades. Then, in the manner of London Transport buses, 
fossils of three individual humans were unearthed at Koobi Fora by the ever-determined 
Leakey family (Leakey, M.G. et al. 2012. New fossils from Koobi Fora in northern Kenya 
confirm taxonomic diversity in early Homo. Nature, v. 488, p. 201-204; DOI: 
10.1038/nature11322). They seem to have confirmed three cohabiting species of human in 
Kenya during the period between 1.8 and 2.0 Ma: habilis, rudolfensis and erectus/ergaster. 
Now, this is quite odd as the threefold morphological distinction ought to reflect three 
distinct lifestyles sufficiently different to support the species over several hundred thousand 
years. Hopefully, there are teeth and dental plaque… 

 

Our tenacious companions (November 2012) 

Until recently humans and lice were inseparable and the same goes for all primates, and 
nearly all mammals. However, unlike fleas, which happily will suck any blood that is going, 
provided it is easily tapped, lice are tailored to their hosts. Should a baboon louse, for 
instance, get into your short and curlies it will almost certainly die. In any case, again unlike 
fleas, the louse cannot leap: they spread through intimate contact. The human head louse 
spreads especially well among nursery- and infant-school children, as any parent knows, 
because lessons often involve them literally getting their heads together. Less well known is 
that Pediculus humanus eschew soiled or greasy hair and it is the well-scrubbed kids who 
suffer and spread ‘beasts on the head’. Conversely, the clothes louse that carries typhus and 
other infections is deterred by regular laundry and ironing. And then there is the trouser 
shrimp Phthirus pubis, which is not caught from public toilets… 

 

Male human head louse, Pediculus humanus capitis  

Such is the variety of lice that infest primates that they clearly have evolved, and their 
specificity suggests that this evolution paralleled that of their hosts in some way. The 
growing speed and falling cost of DNA sequencing permits this co-evolution to be followed 
in some detail (Dunn, R. 2012. Of lice and men: A very intimate history. New Scientist, v. 
216, 3 November issue, p. 36-39; DOI: 10.1016/S0262-4079(12)62837-1). The obvious link 
to check is that with lice on our nearest living relatives, chimpanzees. Though we do not 
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share them, chimp lice (Pediculus schaeffi) are genetically as close to our head lice as we are 
to chimps themselves. In fact using a molecular clock technique gives roughly the same date 
for the last common louse as it does for the last common ancestor of chimpanzees and 
humans; around 6 Ma. Yet human head lice have clearly evolved into three populations that 
are genetically very different: one occurs everywhere; another occurs only in Asia and the 
Americas; while, curiously, Nepal and Ethiopia share a third. The two lesser lice have been 
speculatively assigned to an ancestral louse that infested possibly Denisovans, crept onto to 
modern humans –through intimacy either linked to genetic signs of interbreeding or 
through combat – and then journeyed on with them (some Ethiopians originated from 
people who returned to Africa from Asia). 

DNA comparison between human head- and clothes lice shows that they are closely related 
despite having very different habits. Yet the molecular clock for clothes lice suggests that 
they evolved between 83 to 170 ka ago: it seems that hominins went unclothed for a very 
long time, developing clothing just in time to migrate to higher latitudes as sea-levels fell 
while climate cooled. But were we furry in earlier times? This is where the pubic louse offers 
insight. It is very different from head lice that could have roamed over an entire furry body. 
A subspecies exploiting the only other abundantly hairy place once humans became naked 
did not evolve. Human pubic lice are anatomically similar to the gorilla louse, and this is 
where matters become interesting as intimate contact would be needed for these slowly 
creeping, crab-like creatures to move from the one primate to another. Astonishingly the 
molecular date for that exchange is around 3.3 Ma, before the genus Homo entered the 
scene. Moreover, to choose pubic hair cover rather than join with head lice suggests that 
our bipedal hominin ancestor was already mostly naked at that time. 

 

Molecular clock running fast (November 2012) 

Much as geoscientists and archaeologists love to tag their finds with a date, the history of 
so-called ‘absolute’ dating records lots of problems, the latest being that new or improved 
methods can cast doubt on all preceding chronologies (see Disputes in the cavern above). 
Now, it seems, palaeoanthropologists have been stunned by the scientific equivalent of a 
sand-filled sock: the rate at which mutations build up in human and presumable hominin 
DNA may well be slower than previously assumed (Gibbons, A. 2012. Turning back the clock: 
slowing the pace of prehistory. Science, v. 338, p. 189-191; DOI: 
10.1126/science.338.6104.189). This is the rate used to estimate the times of divergence of 
living species from the differences in their DNA, hitherto usually that from mitochondria. 
Recent work on whole genomes from related humans hints at a rate half as fast as that 
currently at the core of hominin evolutionary timing. A further problem is that, unlike the 
decay of radioactive isotopes, mutation rates are unlikely to remain constant. 

Anne Gibbons reports news from the famed Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary 
Anthropology in Leipzig, Germany that the error bar for the divergence of anatomically 
modern humans from Neanderthals and Denisovans lies between 170 and 700 ka. 
Combined with the uncertainties in stratigraphic and radiometric dating of fossils, a 
palaeogenetic framework for hominin evolution seems set for a period of yet more turmoil. 
It even throws doubt on the chronologies for large-scale migrations and separation of now 
widely-spread living populations that have been based on mitochondrial and Y-chromosome 
DNA. The oft-cited <70 ka diaspora from Africa to Asia, based on molecular clocks, may have 



been considerably earlier, perhaps tallying better with the geochronological evidence from 
the Middle East for 100 ka and more. The divergence of moderns from a last common 
ancestor that we shared with Neanderthals and Denisovans (probably Homo 
heidelbergensis) could be between 400 to 700 ka; more aligned with fossil evidence. 

But matters go serious awry with more distant links. The human-chimpanzee divergence 
from a common precursor with the new estimates is pushed back more than 5 Ma from the 
4-7 Ma, which was based on the old rate of genetic change, to 8 to 10 Ma. The later 
divergence date does not fit well with the stratigraphic appearance of the most chimp-like 
hominin fossil (Sahelanthropus) around 6-7 Ma, and stymied by a dearth of fossils of early 
knuckle-walking proto-chimps. The new human-orang utan estimate is way back too. One 
way out is to boldly assume – groundlessly – that early primates evolved a sight faster than 
we do, and that the pace slowed around the time of the human-chimp split and again with 
the emergence of modern humans. Enthusiasts cite the likelihood of longer timing to sexual 
maturity: mutations arise only after birth so longer times between generations force down 
the annual mutation rate. Such flaws can only inflame debate, though that has less purpose 
than the antagonists might imagine without more bones and better geochronology. 

Related articles: “Out-of-Africa” is morphing into “Out-of Africarabia” as genetic and 
archaeological time-lines converge (6000generations.wordpress.com); Putting our DNA 
clocks back (whyevolutionistrue.wordpress.com) 

 

Breakthrough in tool making: the scene shifts to Africa (November 2012) 

A means of assessing the cognitive abilities of ancient hominins is through the objects that 
they created; i.e. tools or artefacts with apparent symbolic significance. The latter include 
pigments, coloured shells, beads, artwork or even deliberately parallel and crossing lines 
gouged on rock or bones. Undoubtedly valuable to their creators, possibly treasured and 
passed on until lost or broken – most are fragile – symbolic artefacts are rare. So although 
they shout ‘thoughtful’, their age tells us little about when such a capacity first arose. Many 
archaeologists and palaeoanthropologists assert that creating and/or manipulating symbols 
may signify a link with being able to speak. Tools are a lot easier to find, and a well-
described and understood sequence of forms and sometimes uses has been established, 
which extends as far back as perhaps 3 Ma – before the genus Homo appears in the fossil 
record. 

In terms of their hinting at the consciousness of their makers and users, there are possibly 
four major cognitive steps. Chimpanzees and some birds can learn to pick up natural 
objects, such as stones and twigs, and use them: some bands of chimps even retain the 
knowledge. A step beyond that is preparing a natural object for use, as with breaking a 
pebble to create a cutting edge: something not exclusively human because it is possible that 
pre-human hominins created the earliest such Oldowan tools. Being able to visualise hidden 
potential inside something natural is altogether more advanced, and is represented by the 
iconic bi-face or Acheulean ‘hand-axe’. Its earliest makers, H. ergaster and erectus, literally 
brought such objects to light by skilfully knapping away the outer parts of substantial lumps 
of suitable rock. The knowledge endured for more than a million years but was eventually 
added to and superseded by a range of more delicate and specific stone tools, but more 
sophisticated tools represented the same ‘liberation’ of a simple idea held in rock. The 
fourth general cognitive leap was to add several resources together as composite tools, and 
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arguably we have not long emerged from that phase with the creation of composite tools 
that help us design and make other tools: a machine-tool culture. 

 

Example of a microlith (credit: Wikipedia) 

It is that penultimate step-up in consciousness that has been engaging archaeologists since 
they first realised that some small, sharp chips of stone were not waste but deliberately 
crafted for combination with wood or bone. Such ‘microliths’ have been found in intact 
arrows and sickles of the Meso- and Neolithic but, with more research, their range steadily 
goes back in time. Unmistakeable microliths have now been discovered at the South African 
coastal site at Pinnacle Point, in an occupation layer that is 71 ka old (Brown, K.S. and 8 
others 2012. An early and enduring advanced technology originating 71, 000 years ago in 
South Africa. Nature, v. 491, p. 590-593; DOI: 10.1038/nature11660). 

The Pinnacle Point technology was indeed sophisticated, microlith manufacture requiring 
fire treatment as well as choice of rock and careful shaping and sharpening. As well as 
extending the microlith culture back so far, the team of South African, US, Australian and 
Greek archaeologists compared them with 28 later African tool kits. The designs have barely 
changed from 71 ka to those of the last few hundred years. Kyle Brown and colleagues show 
that the industrial method endured, thereby laying to rest the somewhat reactionary notion 
that the methods were lost again and again in Africa after separate inventions and were 
only taken up decisively by the supposed ‘advanced’ anatomically modern humans who 
colonised Europe. 

It is difficult to see how the Pinnacle Point microliths could have been useful, unless hafted 
in arrows or throwing sticks – maybe even saws and sickles? Crucially, they predate larger 
blade-tools that could have been hafted to form spears. The focus must now shift to the 
Zambian scene where possible microliths are reported at some 250 ka sites. If confirmed, 
they would link the decisive fourth cognitive step towards humanity with the very origin of 
fully modern humans, rather than a much later, non-African dawning of ‘smarts’ along with 
language, advanced art and much else in the chilly caves of southern Europe. 

Of all human-colonised continents Africa lags far behind the rest as regards spread and 
density of archaeological digs. Only the ‘famous’ sites attract resources for investigation. 
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Imagine what might emerge once there are more local people with research skills, 
equipment and transport; and, dare I say it, more independence of action and the attendant 
confidence in their ability. 

Related articles: McBrearty, S. 2012. Sharpening the mind. Nature, v. 491, p. 531-532; DOI: 
10.1038/nature11751; Small lethal tools have big implications for early modern human 
complexity (eurekalert.org). 

 

Toba ash and calibrating the Pleistocene record (December 2012) 

The largest volcanic catastrophe during the evolution of humans formed the huge caldera at 
Lake Toba near the Equator in Sumatra about 70 thousand years ago. Explosive action 
erupted an estimated 2800 cubic kilometres of magma, of which 800 km3 was deposited as 
thick ash across most of South Asia and the northern Indian Ocean. Sulfates derived from 
the gas emissions by Toba form clear ‘spikes’ in ice cores from both Greenland and 
Antarctica. Its effects were global through the mixing of sulfate aerosols in the stratosphere 
of both hemispheres, encouraged by its position close to the Equator. By reflecting incoming 
solar energy the aerosols resulted in a century-long 10°C fall in temperature over the 
Greenland ice cap. Such global cooling almost certainly affected anatomically modern 
humans, but it is possible that Toba had an even more devastating effect in South Asia. 

At several sites in the Indian state of Tamil Nadu and in Malaysia Toba ash has buried 
artefacts that arguably may have been made by the earliest modern emigrants from Africa. 
Immediately above the ash are yet more tools that suggest humans did survive the eruption. 
Palaeoanthropologists have argued that the stress of Toba’s environmental effects on all 
hominins living at the time may have resulted in population crashes from which only the 
fittest individuals emerged. Major evolutionary changes have been ascribed to ‘bottlenecks’ 
of that kind to result in changes in human behaviour detectable from the archaeological 
record, such as the creation of completely new kinds of tools, art and language.  However, 
recent finds in Africa suggest that many such shifts are much older than Toba (see 
Breakthrough in tool making: the scene shifts to Africa above). 

 

The Toba ash at the Jawalapuram excavations in South India (Credit: P. K. Sanjay)  

Perhaps Toba’s greatest contribution to palaeoanthropology is that it is an easily recognised 
event in the geological record, but compared with its sulfate spike in the Greenland ice core 
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at ~71 ka the existing radiometric dates have uncertainties of several thousand years. Using 
the latest 40Ar/39Ar dating methods on fresh crystals of sanidine (volcanic K-feldspar) from 
new excavations in Malaysia these uncertainties have been reduced significantly (Storey, M. 
et al. 2012. Astronomically calibrated 40Ar/39Ar age for the Toba supereruption and global 
synchronization of late Quaternary records. Proceedings of the National Academy of 
Sciences, v. 109, p. 19684-18688; DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1208178109). The Toba ash and the 
sulfate peak can now be attributed to an age of 73.88 ± 0.32 ka; better than a golden spike 
in Late Pleistocene stratigraphy. The ice-cores have a check on chronology just beyond the 
limit of counting annual layering, as do ocean sediment cores for a time older than 14C can 
ever achieve. Toba now links too with events recorded by the precise U-Th series dating of 
cave deposits 
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